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NEW QUESTION: 1
A software as a service (SaaS) company offers a cloud solution
for document management to private law firms and the public
sector. A Local Government client recently mandated that highly
confidential documents cannot be stored outside the country.
The company CIO asks a solutions architect to ensure the
application can adapt to this new requirement The CIO also
wants to have a proper backup plan for these documents, as
backups are not currently performed What solution meets these
requirements?
A. Tag highly confidential documents as secret in Amazon S3.
Create an individual S3 backup bucket m the same AWS account
and AWS Region. Use S3 selective cross-region replication based
on object tags to move regular documents to a different AWS
Region Create an Amazon CloudWatch Events rule for a S3 objects
tagged as secret to trigger an AWS Lambda function to replicate
them into a separate bucket in the same AWS Region.
B. Tag documents as either regular or secret in Amazon S3.
Create an individual S3 backup bucket in the same AWS account
and AWS Region. Use S3 selective cross-region replication based
on object tags to move regular documents to an S3 bucket in a
different AWS Region. Configure an AWS Lambda function that
triggers when new S3 objects are created in the main bucket to
replicate only documents tagged as secret into the S3 bucket in
the same AWS Region
C. Tag documents as either regular or secret in Amazon S3.
Create an individual S3 backup bucket in the same AWS account
and AWS Region. Create a cross-region S3 bucket in a separate
AWS account. Set proper IAM roles to allow cross-region
permissions to the S3 buckets. Configure an AWS Lambda function
triggered by Amazon CloudWatch scheduled events to copy objects
that are tagged as secret to the S3 backup bucket and objects
tagged as normal to the cross-region S3 bucket
D. Tag documents that are not highly confidential as regular in
Amazon S3. Create individual S3 buckets for each user Upload
objects to each user's bucket. Set S3 bucket replication from
these buckets to a central S3 bucket in a different AWS account
and AWS Region. Configure an AWS Lambda function triggered by
scheduled events in Amazon CloudWatch to delete objects that
are tagged as secret in the S3 backup bucket.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statements are correct regarding virtual domains (VDOMs)?
(Choose two.)
A. A management VDOM handles SNMP, logging, alert email, and
FDN-based updates.
B. VDOMs divide a single FortiGate unit into two or more
virtual units that each have dedicated memory and CPUs.
C. VDOMs share firmware versions, as well as antivirus and IPS
databases.

D. Different time zones can be configured in each VDOM.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A Billing Specialist has created and completed an invoice for
$100 USD for Customer A.
The Specialist prints the invoice and realizes that the invoice
should have been created for Customer B.
The accounting for the transaction for Customer A is posted to
the General Ledger.
How can this be corrected?
A. Create an on-account credit memo for $100 USD for the
invoice and enter a new invoice for Customer B.
B. Create an adjustment for the entire amount and create a
negative adjustment for Customer B.
C. Navigate to the credit transaction link in the Billing work
area, credit the entire amount, and enter a new invoice for
Customer B.
D. Change the status of the invoice to Incomplete and enter a
new invoice for Customer B.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A customer is planning a technology update to its current
solution. The customer has an existing Storage Area Network
(SAN) based on IBM SAN32B-2 Fibre Channel (FC) switches. For
resilience, the customer has created a two-SAN Fabric, each
having 2 x SAN32B-2 switches, licensed for 24 ports each and
connected together by 2 x Inter switch Links (ISL). All the
legacy Intel-based severs have 2 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel (FC)
Host Bus Adapters (HBA) installed and are due to be replaced.
However, due to project delays, the two-server solution
currently in use must remain in production to provide legacy
application support to the business. (The first server has a
pair of 2 Gb FC HBAs installed and the second server has a pair
of 4 Gb FC HBAs installed.)
Which recommendation should you provide to this customer for
replacing the FC switches while remaining cost-effective?
A. Single SAN48B-5 with full port licensing and 8 Gb Short Wave
SFP's installed
B. Single SAN96B-5 with 72 port licensed and 16 Gb Short Wave
SFP's installed
C. Pair of SAN24B-4 with full port licensing and 16 Gb Short
Wave SFP's installed
D. Pair of SAN06B-R with full port licensing and 8 Gb Short
Wave SFP's installed
Answer: A
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